
Internal Meeting 8 
 

Date 10 December 2017 
Time 10AM 

Venue iCity Labs 
Attendees Jin Qiang 

Derrick 
Sherman 
Sushil 
Celestine 

Absentees - 
 

Agenda 
Item Description 

1. Review Supervisor and Sponsor Meetings 
 
Supervisor: 

- Punctuality is key for all supervisor and sponsor meetings. All 
members must be present. 

- Rehearsal before every milestone. (Rehearsal: 2 weeks before, 1 
week before, 3 days before) 

- Updates must be provided to sponsor and prof for every internal 
meeting. 

- Send out event calendar for meeting invitation with supervisor and 
sponsor. 

 
Sponsor: 

- Clarify all requirements in great detail.  
- Provide reason for rejection of change of functionality 
- Priority: Application, stabilise, reduce battery drainage.  
- 2 fyp video:  

- For Elderlies to understand the application and sign up for 
the program. 

- Survey to be sent out by 1st Week of January 2018 
- Bitly link: Vetted by supervisor and sponsor by end of 

December 
-  Outcome for FYP (Final Presentation) 

 
2 Cruciality of Project 

 
First deployment: 2nd to 3rd week of January (MOE coming down to look 
at project) 
By Mid Terms, we will have 6 weeks of data to show  
 

 



3 Application version 1 needs to be out by 31 December 
 
Sherman (Web) 

1. Last location: Should be masked, time based “last updated 5 
minutes ago”; Only upon clicking in, will the details be shown.  

2. MQTT Server: Record all data to database 
3. Phones to have a unique ID (static), table with a String a 

timestamps - device heartbeat. Write an API to call. 
4. Computing of data (eg one hour) is previous hour not live data 

using date and time (0 TO 23: (0 - 0000 to 0100)). 
5. Previous Hour API: Eg at 1201, it will retrieve 1100 to 1200 (For 

team testing).  
6. Previous Day API: Retrieve data for the previous day. If data is not 

complete then send “Missing data” (For team testing).  
7. Excel function to download all the data: Pull all the data and 

download into CVS (For team testing).  
8. Task for sponsor: Admin dashboard to see device is not working, 

registered devices, devices that’s not behaving properly. Time 
based, send out the correct number of updates.  

 
Derrick (Backend) 

1. Setup database server and web service in python 
2. Storyboard for Video to convince elderly to take part in research 

(Formal Approach). 
3. Do stress testing on server to find out the crash point 
4. Gather server specification requirements for 200 users 

 
Celestine (UI/UX) 

1. Web: Simple user interface for both Admin and Caregivers 
2. Wikipedia: Redesign User Interface (White background, simple 

design) 
3. Android: Simple UI 
4. Brochure: Easy to use, pockets of space for app screenshots 

a. To reduce data: use Wifi to download application 
b. Key in 5 digit number to verify (only numeric keypad shown) 
c. Manual steps for set up (2 step) - Key in unique beacon id + 

pin given in brochure 
  
Jinqiang (Admin) 

1. Research and write proposal for AWS server specification 
2. Review & update technical documents to fit new requirements 
3. Create Iteration schedule in google sheet for better team tracking 
4. Research on places in Shen Zhen and online retailers that sells 

compatible beacon for our project 
5. Replan timeline to fit new requirements 

 

 



Sushil (Android) 
1. HTTP send success - Save into phone, go into database (Remote 

MySQL) 
2. Function to POST and PULL (Button form) 
3. Saved (locally, not as a variable) and show in database (SQLite) 
4. Beacon scanning battery drainage logging (Interval: 15mins) 
5. MQTT device heartbeat drainage logging (Interval: 15mins) 

 
4. System Architecture  

 
Slack 

1. Caregivers alert channel 
a. Receive alerts only 

2. Caregiver Channel 
a. For talking 

3. Admin Alerts channel 
a. Receive alerts only 

4. Admin Channel 
a. For talking 

5. Developers Alerts channel 
a. Receive alerts only 

6. Developers channel 
a. For talking 

7. Tech channel 
8. General channel  

 
Dockers 

1. Container for web dashboard, mqtt and web service 
 
Phyton 

1. Web service 
 
Web Framework 

1. Error Status in HTTP error code. Develop custom error handler to 
manage errors. 

2. Web Notification 
a. Success (green) 
b. Error (red) 
c. Warning (yellow) 
d. Information (blue) 

3. Timer null - fixed, With time displayed 
 
Documentation 

1. All will be in Google Drive. Even presentation slides done on 
Google slides 

2. Technical updates via slack 

 



 
Communicating  

1. Telegram 
2. Email 

5. Shift to Python (Django/ flask, alternatively will stay on rails): 
Development: Core + Ops 
 
System architecture  
Be able to integrate with sponsor current server architecture  
 
Additional stakeholder management points  
Taking into consideration sponsor’s partners requirements 

The meeting was adjourned at 1830H with the next meeting scheduled on 24 Dec 
2017. 
 

Task List 
Item Task Action by/ 

due 
1. Review project timeline to fit new requirements Jinqiang 

[22/12/2017] 
2. Proposal for AWS server specification Jinqiang 

[24/12/2017] 
3. Review and update technical documents Jinqiang 

[24/12/2017] 
4. Create Iteration schedule in google sheet for better team 

tracking 
 

Jinqiang 
[31/12/2017] 

5. Fix up timings for supervisor and sponsor for this holidays 
and school term.  

Jinqiang 
[31/12/2017] 

6. Develop web dashboard base on new requirements Sherman 
[31/12/2017] 

7. Storyboard for user acceptance Derrick  
[12/12/2017] 

8. Migrate and convert current web service to python Derrick  
[31/12/2017] 

9. Database server and web service migration and 
specification requirements 

Sherman 
Derrick  
[24/12/2017] 

10. Redesign: User Interface of Wikipedia for a more 
professional look 

Celestine 
[24/12/2017] 

11. Web & Android UI redesign for better user interaction Celestine 
[31/12/2017] 

12. Brochure design: Add on content for better user experience Celestine 
[31/12/2017] 

 



5 Android:  
1. HTTP send success - Save into remote database 
2. Function to POST and PULL (Button form) 
3. SQLite 
4. MQTT & beacon scan battery drainage log 

Sushil 
[31/12/17] 

 
These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no amendments reported in 
the next three days.  

 
Vetted by, 
Derrick 

Vetted by, 
Suhsil 

 

 


